From Editor’s Desk

Dear Readers of the Journal of Indian Library Association (JILA),

You might have noticed some positive modifications in the publication of JILA since the present team of ILA has taken over two years back. Just to remind you, a few changes in JILA include its physical appearance and quality of paper and printing. This is apart from its being Online, right from submission of papers and their peer reviewing to the access of current and retrospective issues. With the publication of the present September issue in the very next month, the inadvertent delay in publishing and printing of the journal issues has also been overcome.

The issue includes 6 articles on the following LIS subject areas:

1. **Bibliometrics:***
   1.1 Correlation between Altmetric Indicators and Citation on In VitroFertilization (IVF) Published in PLOS Journal During 2011 to 2017
   By Sandip Das

2. **Users studies:***
   2.1 Users’ Satisfaction with Library Resources: A Survey of Engineering College Libraries, Pune, India
   By S.P.Gudi and P. M.Paradkar

   2.2 Use of E. Resources by the Faculty Members and Students: A Study of Swami Shraddhanand College, University of Delhi, Delhi.
   By Neetika Sharma

   2.3 Use of Library Resources and Services of Punjabi University Patiala by the Research Scholars and Post Graduate Students
   By Inderjeet Singh Maan

   2.4 Researchers’ Awareness and Satisfaction from University Library Resources and Services: A Prerequisite of Information Literacy Competency
   By Rajesh Singh and Shailendra Kumar

3. **Personnel Management:**
   3.1 Job Satisfaction among LIS Professionals Working in the Higher Education Sector of Jammu & Kashmir, India: A Case Study
   By Ramesh Pandita and J. Domnic

   All the above mentioned six articles are well researched and well written research papers that will hopefully attract a good number of library professionals for reading.

Prof. Shabahat Husain
Editor-in-Chief